
Action by end October please  
 
On behalf of the members of the Regional Health and Social Care ISA framework we are writing to 
you with updated agreements for signature … and as usual the Adobe Sign solution is being used to 
speed up and reduce the effort of signing.   
 
You will see the updated master agreement, which requires three signatures from you as data 
controller.   (You will be approving the Master Agreement itself, the Risk Sharing and Indemnity 
schedule and the Qualifying Standard.) 
 
You will also see: 
*    one or more updated processing and sharing specification documents (Schedule K) for Connected 
Care; and 
*    one or more updated processing and sharing specification documents (Schedule K) for other 
types of processing and data sharing that your organisation supports through the current sharing 
arrangements. 
 
Each of the above processing and sharing specification documents has been updated to reflect latest 
guidance and the updated framework and requires your approval as data controller. 
 
Included with the agreement is a copy of the letter regarding the changes from Dr John Rawlinson, 
Chair of the Regional IG Steering Group and Chair of the Berkshire LMC. 
 
Please use the link below to open, review and sign your agreement documentation.   
 
When signing you will have the option to sign with mouse, touchpad or touch screen.  You can also 
type in your signature or upload a previously scanned signature image. 
 
Don’t forget to select the “click to sign” button in your browser or the “tap to sign” button on your 
smartphone to finalise the signing process. 
 
When we receive your signed documents we will accept the documents on behalf of the members 
and you will be emailed signed copies of the documents as soon as the process completes. 
 
Further details, supporting materials and FAQs can be found at www.regisa.uk.  
 
If you have any queries or require further information before approving these key documents, 
please let us know on the ISA helpdesk (fhft.icsinformationgovernance@nhs.net). 
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